Jumpstart presentations with Quick Starter

Quick Starter is re-inventing the creation process, helping you conquer the blank canvas. Powered by the Bing Knowledge Graph, Quick Starter in Sway and PowerPoint provides carefully curated outlines for any topic, including recommendations on information to include, categories to consider, and associated images tagged with Creative Commons licenses. This provides a solid starting point to then continue building the rest of your presentation.

Real-world scenarios:
- Getting inspiration for a student presentation
- Build a thorough outline for a presentation
A step-by-step guide to demo QuickStarter

**Step 1**
Open PowerPoint and choose **QuickStarter**.

**Step 2**
Type **Forests** into the search field and press **Enter**.

**Step 3**
Choose a few starter slides and click **Done**.

**Step 4**
Click through the starter slides to show how the presentation is nearly finished.